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CITY TOUR

HAVANA ALL-INCLUSIVE
PRICE: USD 140.00 PER CAR (FROM 1 TO 4 PAX)

This excursion is planned for 4 hours. Anyway, we can adapt the city tour to the
traveler's interest. This schedule is probably the only opportunity that many
visitors have to really know Havana more than its historical center, which is a
marvelous spot, but only a small part of the city. The visitor will know about the
history of Cuba and its capital, its architectonic values and its legends among
other things.
PROGRAM:

a) A panoramic views of Malecón, 5th Avenue in Miramar (the longest and most
beautiful avenue in Havana);

b) A stop at Fusterland, the workshop and house of the famous Cuban plastic
artist Fuster. He has spread out his work into his poor neighborhood bringing a
lot of live to it; this is always very attractive for travelers;

c) Panoramic view of the former Havana Country Club (today Cubanacan) with is
great mansions and lovely avenues;

d) The famous Cabaret Tropicana for a fast view of its garden and the entrance
of the Cabaret (if open);

e) A visit to the Havana Forest, one of the most beautiful spots in the city, still
undiscovered even for many dwellers of Havana;
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f) We pass the Almendares River and visit the nice neighborhood Nuevo Vedado,
the Havana Cemetery (the biggest in America and considered as one of the most
valuable in the world for its architectonic and sculpture values);

g) From there we continues the tour until Plaza de La Revolución, with a short
stop there to take pictures to Che Guevara famous picture representation shown
in the wall of a public building;

h) A panoramic view by Vedado, maybe the most beautiful neighborhood of
Havana. In Vedado we pass by Paseo Avenue, 17th Street, Avenida de los
Presidentes. These are all very nice avenues with lot of stunning Eclectics
mansions and buildings of the ﬁrst decades of XX century.

i) We also pass by the Havana University, the corner of 23rd Street and L Street
(the faraway equivalent in Havana of the Times Square or Piccadilly Circus).

j) An stop in one of the most famous hotels in the world, Hotel Nacional de Cuba,
where you should visit the museum of the hotel and its lovely main hall and
gardens with an splendid view to the Malecon.

k) Later we move by Malecón for a panoramic view of some of the main
attractions in Old Havana (Paseo del Prado, Parque Central, Capitolio, Avenida
del Puerto).

l) Finally, we cross The Bay Tunnel to see the military colonial fortresses El Morro
and La Cabaña; in that place, for the lovers of Cuban cigars we move to the Casa
del Habano that show the biggest cigar in the world. In that place you, with good
luck; we’ll be able to meet to the person that made it. The last point would be El
Cristo de La Habana with its marvelous view of Old Havana from the other side of
the bay.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

- Pick up at your private accommodation or Hotel riding classic American open
top or hard top models with air conditioning including driver.
- Gas expenses during the City Tour
- Drop oﬀ at your preferred place in Havana after the tour is completed.
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NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

- Expert tour guide which can be requested by the cost of 5.00 USD per person
per hour.
- Admitance fees at Tourist places you visit.
- Food, drinks and extra expenses.
HIGHLY RECOMENDED

- Expert tour guide which can be requested by the cost of 5.00 USD per person
per hour.
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